
A P R I L

Although we often think of them separately, our 
mental, physical and social health are connected. For 
example, poor mental health can lower your 
immune system, poor physical health can lower your 
mood, and lack of social interaction can make us feel 
bad mentally and physically.

We are not always in control of the things affecting 
our health, but there are actions we can take to 
increase our mental, physical and social wellbeing, 
including spending time in nature, eating well, and 
doing something to help others. When we are kind to 
the planet and each other, it is good for our health, 
and when we are healthy we are more able to help 
make the world a better place.

For this activity you will need several sets of dice.

Divide the class into groups of 3-4, and give each group a set of two dice and a
learning grid (see next page).

Students can choose to take it in turns, or to work together on each round. 
Explain that they will start by rolling two dice. The numbers they roll will lead 
them to a square. They should then explain how their square is connected to the 
theme of health. Once they’ve made that connection, they should roll the dice 
again which will lead them to another square. They should now explain how 
their first square is connected to their second square. There is an example on 
the next page, should you need it.

This activity continues until all the squares on the grid have been crossed off or 
until a time limit is reached.

To deepen the learning, this game can be used to set a research challenge where 
students find two squares and go away to research the connection between 
those two topics and the broader theme of health.

For younger students, it may be best to stick to the first two instructions only. 
You can ask them “Does the topic (e.g. water) make people feel good or bad? 
Why?”

How is our health connected to the health of our planet?
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Instructions

1. Roll two dice. The numbers you roll will lead you to a square.

2. Explain how your square is connected to the theme of health. 

3. Roll the dice again which will lead you to another square.

4. Now explain how your first square is connected to your second square. 

Health is when we feel good 
physically, mentally and socially, 

and we are able to live our life well. 

Example

1. You roll a 1 and a 2, this leads you to the “sunlight” square.

2. You explain that sunlight is good for our health because it helps our bodies to 
make Vitamin D. It also makes us feel happy, and it gives us opportunities to 
spend time outdoors with other people.

3. You roll a 4 and a 5, this leads you to the “other people” square.

4. You explain that some people in other countries like Sweden don’t get as 
much sunlight at certain times of the year. This can affect their mood and 
their health.
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Happy Dance

Pick a song that makes you feel happy, and create a dance to it. Teach your 
dance to your friends, and perform it together. 

Dancing is a great way to boost your physical and mental health, and when you 
do it with friends it also increases your social health!

T H I S  M O N T H ’ S  C H A L L E N G E S

Air Pollution in Cities

Produce a table or graph showing which cities in the world have the worst air 
pollution. Now research the different solutions scientists are finding to combat
air pollution. Create a poster about your favourite solution.

Go on a Five Ways to Wellbeing Walk

Research has shown that following these 5 steps can improve our wellbeing. 

1. Before you go on your walk, learn the names of at least two species of local 
birds or plants you might find on your walk. 

2. Choose somewhere to walk where you can connect with nature: like a park, 
forest, wildlife refuge, or beach. Invite someone to join you on your walk, and
use this month’s conversation starter question to connect with them. 

3. Walk for at least 30 minutes. You can add extra opportunities to be active by 
racing each other up a hill, jumping over puddles, or climbing trees.

4. Choose 3 spots on your walk to stop and take notice of the world around you. 
Stand still and pay attention to what you can see, hear, smell, taste and feel.

5. Give back to nature by picking up rubbish on your walk, or by bringing 
birdseed or uncooked oats to feed the local birds.

Complete one or more of the challenges below as a whole class, or
choose 2 or 3 pupils to complete one each month over the course of 
the year.
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